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Swami: Tomorrow onwards, Myuri and Nityaananda started to teach 
the book, new concept for two or three days. Before we start that 
book Nityaananda, if you can do it with the nine torches after 9 
o’clock Arati - everybody can do the Pradakshana five times each one 
carrying the torches. 
I need to see the top people who know the Telugu, who understands 
Telugu, who can translate it, can stay for two, three weeks time here 
in the ashram, not traveling. They need to translate… chapter of Big 
Boss Jesus Christ with your own eyes. Who really knows the Telugu 
very easily?  Nityaananda, Paul, Monika T.? What about Nancy?  
Johanna, can you? It’s important. You have to know what is reality 
with these guys in that book, in that chapter especially. I think Zahira 
you’re pretty good? You’re leaving?   
 
Zahira:  Yes. 
 
Swami: So eighty percent of the Big Boss book I recorded, my voice I 
recorded in just two hours - non-stop, kept on talking on that book. 
What I’m talking and somebody’s writing it.  So, maximum by Shiva 
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Ratri we need to release that book – maximum. The page of whole 
leaf and the meaning, like that. It comes like four volumes, like four 
books it’s coming. Four books… I think each book is seven hundred 
pages easily, like Vaastu book that size. The leaf is like that big, put 
this way (length of a page).  
So, I hope… and everybody should cooperate to pray for the books to 
come out. That’s your… make a deal with him, the Big Boss. So far 
many people are supporting, cooperating with me not giving 
disturbances.  So if you really can take care until to Shiva Ratri, then 
who are coming to Shiva Ratri we can straightly give the book, put in 
their hands - what type of sadhanas the Big Boss did and many 
maharshis and saints on the days, what they really did and said, 
especially Kandhana yoga. It’s very interesting, different yogas, it’s 
very, very interesting with evidences.  
So we’re all here – put your sankalpam and prayers. Make good 
Bhajans from eight, nine, then at 9 o’clock after Arati, with the ghee, 
make the flames keep carrying it then put it in the fire.  So I want to 
see the Telugu who really knows at 4:30.  
 

End of Talk 
 
 


